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An existence theorem is proved for the continuation form of the Cauchy problem 
Pu = f(z, u(z), Vu(z)), where P is a second order strictly hyperbolic differential 
operator, with initial data strongly conormal to three characteristic hypersurfaces 
intersecting at 0 and the light cone for P over 0. We assume that the hypersurfaces 
are either pairwisely transversal or two of them are tangent of finite order along the 
line of intersection. By reduction to a model case, conormal energy estimates are 
obtained for the linear equation with zero initial data. The proof of the theorem 
follows from an extension lemma and a contraction mapping argument. 0 1990 
Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this article Q c R3 is an open subset, a point in Sz will be 
denoted by z = (x, y, t), t E R. Let P be a second order strictly hyperbolic 
differential operator in 0, assume that t is a time function for P and that 
sZ+ is a domain of influence of Sz-, where 
i-2* = (z=(x, y, t)Ea; +t>O}. 
Let f: Q x R x R3 + R be a Coo function and u E Wii;,“(Q) = {u E L,:=(Q), 
Vu EL;=(Q)} satisfy 
Pu=f(z, u,Vu). (1.1) 
The general question of propagation of singularities is: How does WF(u) 
in Q- influence WF(u) in 0 +? Due to the nonlinearity the singularities 
can spread as far as supports. J.-M. Bony [Boll has shown that these 
anomalous singularities are strictly weaker than those that create them. 
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For cer ain geometric singularities more attractive results exist. Let Y be 
a Lie algebra of smooth vector fields in &?, the space of iteratively regular 
distribu ions with respect o v is defined by 
Let S, c Q be a smooth characteristic hypersurface for P and vi be the 
Lie algc:bra of smooth vector fields tangent to S,. Let S, be another 
smooth characteristic hypersurface for P intersecting S, transversally and 
vz be 1 he Lie algebra of smooth vector fields tangent to S1 and S,. 
A theorem due to J.-M. Bony [Bo2] says that, provided u has some 
additior al Sobolev regularity, u,VUEZ,Z.‘(W, K) satisfy (1.1) then 
U, Vu E Z,L2(52, <), i= 1,2. The key property shared by these algebras is 
the so called, following [ MR 11, characteristic ompleteness, i.e., 
[P, vy c !xqsz)~ P + !Py’(Q). Y + Yqq (1.2) 
where !Zrm([W3) denotes the space of classical pseudodifferential operators of 
order m. 
The Tri, de Interaction 
Let S , S,, and S3 be smooth characteristic hypersurfaces for P intersec- 
ting at (I. Assume that their normals are linearly independent at 0. Let ^y; 
be the I ie algebra of smooth vector fields tangent to all the hypersurfaces, 
this alg :bra is not P-complete. Rauch and Reed [RR11 proved that 
U, Vu E 1 Ck,(sZ-, v3) does not imply that u has the same regularity in the 
future. l/1. Beals [Be21 refined their result by proving that for no SE R, 
does U, \‘a E H;,,(Q) n ZLi’,,(Q-, -Y;), imply the same regularity in the future. 
In fact I hey constructed examples that u is singular at the surface of the 
characteristic one over the point of intersection. The next question is: Are 
there m )re nonlinear singularities? The negative answer was given inde- 
pendenty by J.-M. Bony [Bo3] and by Melrose and Ritter [MRI] in the 
weak senilinear case; i.e., the nonlinearity does not depend on the first 
derivatives of u, and this was subsequently extended by J.-Y. Chemin 
[Chl] to the fully semilinear case. In fact they proved that if S, is the 
forward light cone for P over 0 and if vd is the Lie algebra of smooth 
vector fields tangent to all Si, 1 did 4, then provided that u has some 
additional Sobolev regularity u, (Vu) E ZLk,(Q, “y). If u is not iteratively 
regular lvith respect o the hypersurfaces in t < 0 the singularities of u may 
till the whole forward light cone, see [Bell. Notice that away from the 
point of intersection S, is tangent to any of the hypersurfaces Sj, 1 d j < 3, 
let L, = Sin S,, 1 < i, j < 4, i # j. Melrose and Ritter [MR2], using blow 
up techr iques, introduced a stronger notion of conormality, their spaces 
consist (,f distributions obtained in the following way: Blow up the point 
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of intersection and the lines L,, 1 < i, j < 4, enough times so that the lifted 
variety has only normal crossings. Denote the blow down map by 
9? : X + (w3. Define the conormal distributions associated to this interaction 
as those that when lifted under the blow down map are in IL&(X, W), 
where v is the pull back of the Lebesgue measure by %? and W is the Lie 
algebra of smooth vector fields in X that are tangent to the lifted variety. 
Then set JLF,,(Q) = g*(IL&(X, W)). It is not hard to prove that 
0) JL:,,(Q-) = W,,(Q-9 99 (1.3) 
(ii) JL:,,W s es4 %I. (1.4) 
Let S5 be a smooth characteristic hypersurface for P intersecting L14 
transversally at a point away from the origin and let Y5 be the algebra of 
smooth vector fields tangent to S,, S,, and S,. Let u,VUEZL~,,(Q~, Y5), 
it is not known whether there are nonlinear singularities in the future 
besides the ones over the light cone for P over 0. In fact it is suggested in 
[MR2] that the whole forward cone might be filled with singularities of U. 
The spaces defined by Melrose and Ritter very well apply to this case. Let 
S6 be the light cone for P over the intersection between L,, and S5. Blow 
up the line L14, the point of intersection of L,, and S5 and the lines of 
intersection of S6 with S,, Sq, and S5 enough times so that the lifted 
variety has only normal crossings, then proceed similarly to define the 
space of distributions. Denote it also by JL&(Q). Then one also has 
(iii) JG,u-4 s Gm “0 
The main theorem of this article is 
(1.5) 
THEOREM 1.6. Let I?, P, and f be as above, S,, S,, and S3 be charac- 
teristic hypersurfaces for P intersecting at 0 and let S4 be the light cone for 
P over 0. Assume that either 
(i) Their normals are independent at 0 or 
(ii) S, and S2 are tangent of finite order along the line LIZ = S, n S2 
and S3 intersects L,, transversally at 0. 
Let u, Vu E L”(W) n Hi,, n JL’(Q-), s > 1, satisfy (1.1). Then there 
exist an open subset Q*, 0 EQ* and v, VvE L”(Q*) n H”(Q*) n JL*(Q*) 
satisfying (1.1) and that v=u in !2*nQp. 
In particular, by characteristic completeness arguments, the first part 
implies that if U, Vu E IL~,,(Q~, Y3) then U, Vu E JL2(Q). This refines 
Chemin’s result in view of (1.4). The second part, as pointed out before, is 
the fundamental reason for the introduction of these more relined spaces, 
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in parti:ular it guarantees that if U, VUEJL&(D-) then the nonlinear 
singular ties in the future are constrained to the surface of the forward light 
cone over the intersection point. Techniques developed in [MR2] allow 
one to 1:eneralize Theorem 1.6 to the case of several characteristic hyper- 
surfaces tangent along a line. 
The c rganization of the manuscript is the following: In Section II we 
discuss .he spaces of distributions associated to the triple interaction. In 
Section II, consisting of some symplectic geometry, we reduce the problem 
of the triple interaction to a model where P is the wave operator and the 
surfaces are characteristic planes. In Section IV we prove the conormal 
energy estimates and in Section V we prove the main theorem. 
These results were part of the author’s doctoral dissertion at the 
Massacl usetts Institute of Technology. He thanks his advisor, Richard 
Melrose for the invaluable guidance. Conversations with Maciej Zworski 
certainly improved the outcome of this work. 
II. SPACES OF DISTRIBUTIONS 
We di:line the spaces of distributions used throughout this article and 
explore lome of their properties that will be useful later on. In particular 
we defire the spaces associated to the triple interaction and the analysis 
developed in [MR2] is carried on up to the triple point. Many of the 
results s.ated in this section, as well as their proofs, are due to R. Melrose 
and N. llitter but are not available in the literature. 
2.1. Itenltively Regular Distributions 
Let X be a manifold, possibly with corners. X can be regarded as 
contained in a manifold without boundary 2. Let v be the restriction to X 
of a C” measure in z. Let p be the Lebesgue measure in 2. Assume 
v # 0 on 55” open and dense and p(X\$Y) = 0. (2.1.1) 
Let 
DEFIN TION 2.1.2. Let T/ be a C” vector field on X. The divergence of 
V with respect o v is defined by 
J(div, ~).(.~~v=S(V~).~/~~V+S~(VJ/)~V, 4, t+b E C?(X). (2.1.3) 
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DEFINITION 2.1.4. Let ‘3 be a Lie algebra and locally finitely generated 
Coo(X) module of smooth vector fields in X. The Lz,,, based space of 
iteratively regular distributions with respect o ‘3 is delmed as 
Z,L~,,,,(X,2I)= (uEL~,,,,(X): I/, ... VjUEL;,,,,(X), V,E%, 1 Qj6k). 
We wish to establish conditions on 2I so that, 
L”ZkL$,,W~ w = -%(W n ZkJz,,,,K a) 
is a Coo algebra. We start by recalling an inequality due to Walsh [Wall 
concerning the roots of an algebraic equation. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.5 (Walsh, [ Wal I). Let a1, a2, . . . . a,,, be complex 
numbers and let y,, y,, . . . . y, be the roots of the polynomial 
P(y)= y”+a,y”-‘+ .‘. +a, 
then 
IYkl G c Ia,1 I’.‘. 
From this one immediately has that if m > k, > ... > kj are positive 
integers, pi, 1 < i < j, are positive numbers, and 
Then 
xm < c fliXk’. 
l<iCj 
x < i (/q”‘“-kJ. (2.1.6) 
i=l 
Since the spaces are all local we might as well assume X compact. 
LEMMA 2.1.7 (Gagliardo Nirenberg inequalities). Let v be a C” 
measure on X satisfying (2.1.1) and let 2I be a Lie algebra and finitely 
generated Cm module of vector fields in X with div,(%)c Cm(X). Let 
u E L”Zk Lz(X, %). Then for every positive integer p, with 0 < p < k, and 
{ VI 9 ‘.., VP} c Cu there exists C > 0, depending on p, k and on the vector 
fields such that for BE NP, IpI =xr=, /Ii, VB= VflVp... VP0 and 
P 
L’ = L’(X). 
1 
Plk 
11 v, . v,. . . Vp(U)llL2klP< c llull:zP’k IIUIIL~ + c II mu)llL2 . 
IBI Sk 
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Proof: Since (2.1.1) holds and div,(%)c Cm(X), an analog of 
Friedriclrs’ lemma is true for I/E ?I. Therefore C”(X) is dense in 
I,Lz(X, ti) and thus we may assume u E C”(X). For any V E 9l we have 
from (2. !.3) 
(2.1.8) 
where C= Sup Idiv, V(x)l. 
For q>2 
(Vu)“= V(uVu( Vzy2)- (q- 1) uv2u I VuI”-2. 
For q= !k/p, q-=2kJp- 1, and q+ =2k/p+ 1, 1 dp<k, we obtain from 
Holder’s inequality and (2.1.8) that 
Ilw~aul~ll, IlW,+(q-1) IId,- IIv241q+l. 
Holder’s inequality and homogeneity of the second factor imply that 
IIwl~~ccll~ll,- +(4-l) IMy- /I~*~ll,+1. (2.1.9) 
Using in’iuction, successively applying (2.1.9) and (2.1.6) one easily proves 
II Wl,,d cmll, + II4 yp II WI:&1 (2.1.10) 
and 
I V’ull Zk/(p+j-l)~C[llV~ll2k,p+ llV~ll:$p llv”‘~II&~~jI~ 
Thus rep lacing u by V2 V, . . . V,u and V by V, in (2.1.9), applying (2.1.10) 
and usin,: induction we get that if 1 < r < p 





Then the result follows from (2.1.11), for r = p and (2.1.10). i 
From Proposition 5.8 in [ MRl 1, Lemma 2.1 .lO, and a simple applica- 
tion of E older’s inequality one has: 
PROPO:ITION 2.1.12. Let u, Vu E L”Z,L&(X, 2l), denote Ilull I,= = 
II4 m + IIWI 3c. Let f: XxRx iI!“+‘+ R be a C” function. Then if 
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{ v, 7 v,, .‘*> If,} c % there exists C > 0 depending on p, k, I( u(I ,, o. and on the 
vector fields such that 
An analysis similar to the one developed in [MR2], on a manifold with 
boundary, will be necessary to study the spaces associated to the triple 
interaction. Let X be a C” manifold of dimension 3 with boundary. Let S, 
and S, be hypersurfaces in X such that: 
(i) S, and S2 are simply tangent along a line 2. 
(ii) (! intersects 8X transversally at a point y. 
We decompose these submanifolds into C” varieties, see [MRl] for a 
definition, 
Gj= {ax\s,, S,\(i?uiw), e\ax, cmei?}, j= 1, 2. 
Let V(Gii) be the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields in X tangent to Gj, 
i.e., to each element of Gj. Let (x, y, z): W + W: be local coordinates in 
which dX= (z=O), S, = (y=O), and &= (y=x2). Let C” be the space 
of restrictions to W: of elements in Cco( [w3). In these coordinates we 
have V(S,) = C” span{zD,, yD,, yD,, xOx} and Y(S,) = C” span{zD,, 
(y-x’) D,, (y--x*) D,, x(D,+2xD,)}. Following [Ml] let Vb(X) be the 
Lie algebra of smooth vector fields in X tangent to 8X. Let Diffi(X) be the 
span of Vj,=$$oVbo ... Vb j-fold products 0 < j< 1. In Local coordinates 
A E Diffi([W: ) if and only if 
A = c a,(x, y, z)(zD,)j(D,, Dy)” a,,E cm(rW?+). 
i+llls/ 
To A one associates the polynomial 
a,(A) = 1 a,Jj(t+ 9)", 
j+ 1x1=/ 
(2.1.13) 
where (5, q) are the dual variables to (x, y) and for i the dual variable 
to z, 2 = z[. A principal symbol al(A) can be invariantly defined on the 
compressed cotangent bundle of X, denoted by bT*(X) which in local 
coordinates is given by (2.1.13). 
Let ,4 = N*S, u N*S2 and Ai = {A E Diff’,(X): a/(A) = 0 on /1}. In 
the local coordinates above we have N*S, = {(x, 0, z, 0, r,~, 0)} and N*S, = 
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{ (4 x2, 7, 5, -2-a O,}. S’ mce z[ = 0 on A it follows from simple computa- 
tions, w lich can be found in [MR2], that A E &b(A) if and only if 
A = A, . zD, + A 1. (2yD, + xD,) + A, . ( y - x2) D, + A ,, . (D, + 2xD,) D, 
with Aji:Diffb-‘([W:), 06 j<2, and A,EDiff~p2(R:). 
Let 
TO thl: varieties Gj, j= 1,2, and the Lagrangian A, defined above and to 




VB,eA~(A), r=C (Zj- 1) . 
J I 
We observe that z”L~,,,([w~) = Lt(R:), where v = z-(~~+ ‘)dz dx dy, 
that V((Zj) is tangent to {z = 0} and that the blow ups used in [MR2] do 
not affect the coordinate z. Hence one obtains 
PROPCSITION 2.1.14. Zf z is a boundary defining function then Lz&X) n 
JkzsL& , is a C” algebra. 
THEOREM 2.1.15. Given s E I%. If z is a boundary defining function then 
W-&(X A) = J&&6. 
ProoJ: Let (x, y, z) be as above and 3, = {(x, y)~ [w2; y=O}, 3, = 
and 2!=S,nS,. Let gj= {s,\!&e}. Now 
if and only if for B,,=zD,, B1 =2yD,+xD,, B2 = 
(Ox + 2xD,) D,. 
Q’(B,, B,)” Bi,u~zW;~(lR:) for r+ Ic(\ + j<k. 
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In particular Bfi~ E z’L~,,,J rW:), therefore 
and 
From a slight modification of the results in [MR2] 
u=u,+u, 
Proposition 2.1.14 still holds if the surfaces are tangent of a higher but 
finite order. The modifications in the proofs are that the model in this case 
is (y=O} and {y=xn+i }, where n is the order of tangency. And conse- 
quently one has to blow up it + 1 times. Also if one has more than two 
hypersurfaces tangent along a line a theorem similar to 2.1.15 still holds 
and we refer the reader to [MR2, Proposition 6.91. 
2.2. Conormal Distributions Associated to the Triple Interaction 
Let S, , S,, and S3 be characteristic hypersurfaces for P intersecting at 
a point JV” = (0). Assume that either their normals are linearly indepen- 
dent at JV or that S1 and S2 are tangent of finite order along Si n S2 = iZ12 
and that S, intersects !Zi, transversally at 0. Let S4 be the light cone for P 
over Jf. Consider the following decomposition of these surfaces into C” 
varieties. Let Qij= Sin S,, 1 < i, j< 4, if j. 
Decomposition 2.2.1. Let 6, = { S,\Q+ cU\Jlr, JV }, 1 < i, j < 4, i # j. 
We first analyse a model for the case where their normals are indepen- 
dent at 0. Let P= P, be the wave operator in 52 and (x, y, t) coordinates 
in Sz such that P,= D:- Dt- D:. Let S, = {x= t}, Sz= {y= t}, 
s,= {fi=x+y}, and Sq= {t*=x*+y*}. 
Let 
3l,:z,=s*x[o, co)+R3 and B= {r=O}. 
(co, r) + ro 
(2.2.2) 
Let S* = clos B-‘(S,\.N) = (S* n Si) x [0, co), i= 1,2,3,4, g$= Si* n ST 
and S$= (S,?\(B u Y$), &%\S:, Y$\g, W}. Following the methods of 
[MRl], Lemmas 5.16 and 5.18, one can easily prove 
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LEMM I 2.2.3. The Lie algebras V( S,) and V(Si4), 1 < i # j d 3, lift under 
?J, to span V(S:) and V(Si*,), respectively, as C “(Z, ) modules. 
Let d J = r2 dr do be the pull back of the Lebesgue measure under the 
map @ . It is straightforward to check that div, V(Sg)c C=(Z,), 
1 <if j<4. Then it is immediate from Lemma 2.2.3 that 
PROPCSITION 2.2.4. &IT: ZkL&(Iw3, S,) + I,L&,(Z,, S$), 1 < i < 4, 
1 <j<3, and i # j, are isomorphisms. 
Remaik 2.2.5. The lift of the Lie algebra V(Sdj) under SJ does not 
span V(Sz;) as a Cm(Z,) module. From [MRl] Proposition 2.4 one 
has V(.S,) = sp{xD, + yD, + tD,, xD, + tD,, yD, + tD,, yD, -xD,}, so 
V(S,,)= SP{ V,, V2, V3, VA>, where 
V,=xD,+yD,+tD,, V, = xD, + tD,, 
V, = YD, + (t-x) D,, + YD,, V4 = Y(+,. - YDJ. 
The proltlem comes from the vector field V4, which is too degenerate at the 
origin, irl fact it is homogeneous of degree 1 and hence it lifts under 98, to 
a vector field that is not only tangent but vanishes at 9% 
PROPOSITION 2.2.6. 
JfJ:,,(~ 3> &i) = %*vkGo,,“(z1~ V(SZ))) 
={u15Lf,,(k!~); Vi(V,, V,, V,)“uE~~L:,,([W~),a+lcrl~k}. 
ProoJ: Let W, = 9IR Vi), 1 < id 4, by homogeneity one can easily see 
that V(SL)=C”(Zl)~p{@‘,, WZ, ul,, (l/r)W,}.ThenuEI,L:,,,(Z,,S,*,,) 
if and o 11y if ((l/r) W,)O ( W,, W,, W,)” UE Lf,,,(Z,). The latter is true 
if and o 11y if (( l/r)V,)( V,, Vz, V3)’ (g!*(u)) E Lt,(Iw3). This proves the 
propositi 3n. 1 
All tht: definitions above make sense for the general case where the 
hypersuraces are not planes and also when two of them are tangent along 
a line. 
DEFINITION 2.2.7. The conormal distributions associated to the triple 




L&zkL~,,(R3)’ ; L”Z,Lf,,,(lR3, S,) + ; L”z,L:,,(R3, Sj4) 
i,j=l i=l 
Moreover this space is a C” algebra. 
Proof. From Proposition 2.2.4 the result is equivalent to proving that 
z= tic n c 
( 
w:o,,, (Z,, q, = c L”w:,,J-L q, 
1 $ i, j < 4 ) l<i,j<4 
i#j i#j 
is a C” algebra. One just has to observe that locally 
z= Gz(Z,) f-l CW:,,(Z17 St) + w:,,(z1~ qm 
Hence the result follows from the results in Section 2.1 1 
2.3. Lagrangian Distributions Associated to the Triple Interaction 
Let Si, 1 Q id 4, be as in the introduction of Section 2.2. Let Ai = 
N*S,\O, A4=clos[N*(S4\0)]\0 and A,,=N*{O)\O. Let ~i=AiuA4uA, 
and 
~%‘“(;i,)= (AE+~([W~): a,(A)=Oat Ai>. 
DEFINITION 2.3.1. The space of finitely Lagrangian distributions of 
degree k associated to A is defined as 
Z,L:,,(R3,;ii)= ~EL:,,(IW~):A,..-A,~EH,~~(~W~), 
1 
for I<k, A,EJY”(;~J,~= i (WI,- 1) 
i=l 
For S, as in Decomposition 2.2.1 we have 
THEOREM 2.3.2. Zk Lt,,( R3, Ai) c J,LF,,( R3, S4i) + Z, Lf,,( R3, Si4), for 
l<i<3. 
We only need to prove Theorem 2.3.2 for the model case S1 = {x = t} 
and S4 = {t* = x2 + ~‘1, since the general case can be brought to this one 
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by a cht nge of coordinates, see Lemma 3.1.2. Then we need to understand 
the lift t’f ZJ&(R3, A,) under the map @I 
PROPCBITION 2.3.3. Let S, = {x= t}, S,= (t2 =x2 + y’}, A, =N*SI\O, 
and A4 =Clos[N*(S,\0)]\0. Zf qESm(T*w\O) uanishes on ii, = 
A, u/i, JA,. Then 
where u,~Sm~‘(T*R3\0), 1 <j<3, u~~S~~~(T*IR~\O). 
Proof: This is a microlocal result and we give its proof in a 
neighbo:,hood of A, n A 1 n A4. The proofs for other regions are similar but 
simpler. Let y E A, r\ A, n A4. From the definition one obtains that these 
Lagrangians are given by 
and 
Let M= (z’ = t2 + q2, xc + yy + tz = O}. Notice that A4 is a submanifold of 
codimenion two and MI> A,u A,. Near y and in M, A4 is given by 
{ yr + tq = 0} and A, by (4 = 01. From Taylor’s theorem any function 
q E C “( ‘) can be written, for a small enough neighborhood V of y, as 
where q ,q2ECm(V) and gEC”(MnV). Then q vanishes on A,uA, if 
and onl!’ if g vanishes on A, u A,. Since A, and A4 intersect transversally 
in M, g = g, q(yz + tq), where g, E C”(Mn V). Hence q vanishes on A,, if 
and only if q1 vanishes on A,. Therefore q vanishes on A, u A, u A, if and 
only if tlrere exist q; , q;, and q; E C “( V) so that 
4=(4;x+q;~+q;~)~+(xr+v?+t~)s,+rt(~~+~rl)gl. 
From the identity 
x0 = l’[JJ(T + 5) + (t - x)tj] - q(yt + q) - 5(x( + yq + tz) + T(XT + t() 
(2.3.4) 
(and siniilar ones for ya and ta) we conclude the proof of the proposi- 
tion. i 
A straightforward consequence of Proposition 2.3.3 is 
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PROPOSITION 2.3.5. Let A, = xD, + yD, + tD,, A, = xD, + tD,, A, = 
y(D,+ D,) + (x-t) D,, and Q = (yD,+ to,) D,. Then 
Z,L:,,(R3, A:)= {us L;,,(R3): (A,A,A,)” Q”u~ff~;((W~).s+ Jet <k}. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.2. Let Aj, 1 < j< 3, and Q be as in Proposi- 
tion2.3.4, Bj=9T(Aj), l<j<3, and 2?=9i?T(rQ). Let ,4:= 
N*S& u N*S* . By 
span(B,, 4, s3, 2). 
homogeneity we have, J&v:)= CYYl) 
Step 1. Let LF&Z1) = {u: j (cpul* (dr/r)do < ~0, cp E CF(Z,)} = 
r-3i2Lz(Z1) and ~~ffiL,b(Zl)= {U=Cl~l+j~I(rD,)j(D,)~uUclj,U,jE 
Li(Z,)}. Then 33T(r’g) E r-3/2H,&(Z,). 
Proof of Step 1. Induction on 1. I= 1. u=C,~~~~D~U~. From [MRl, 
Lemma 5.161, Cm(Z,) = span{.!J9f(rDj), 1< j< 3). Therefore a:(ru) = 
c g’:(rDj) gT(Uj). Since .!3f(uj) E LI,,,,(Z1) = r-3’2L,0c,b(Z1) the result 
follows. Assume the result for any positive integer less than 1. Let 
u~H,;f(lR~), then 
r/u= 1 c {rDjr”+r[r’-‘, D,]> D%,. 
j= I 1x1 G/L 1 
But r[r”, Dj] = -(1- 1) r’-*xj= -(I- 1)(1/r) r’-lxj, hence 
?d:(r’u)= 1 c g:(rDj) 9?l~(r’-’ Dauo,) 
l<j<3 Ial</- 
The result follows easily from the induction hypothesis together with the 
fact that 9?T((l/r) Xj) E Cm(Z,). This proves Step 1. 1 
Let r = (x2 + y* + t2)‘12 and Q = (yD, + to,) D,, then a simple applica- 
tion of [MRl, Lemma 5.161 shows that .9#T([Q, r])E V(9). 
Conclusion of the Proof of Theorem 2.3.2, Let u E ZkL&(R3, J1), then 
Q’(A,, A,, A,)” (cpu)~Hl,f([W~), 1~1 +Z<k. From Step 1 and the fact that 
W:( [Q, r]) E V(9) this implies 
g?C(Q, rY (AI, A,, AX (v)l Er-3’2ffG&,(Zl). 
Hence 93:(cpu)EZkr-3’2L~(Z1, A:). From Theorem 2.1.15 
%+Yw)E Zkr-3’2LL,b(Zl, SL) f Zkr-3’2L:0,,b(Zl, SZ). 
Therefore, by definition u E Zk L&( R3, S14) + .I, L&,( R3, S,,). 1 
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A resdt stronger than Theorem 2.3.2 holds. 
LEMM4 2.3.6. zkL;,,(~3, ii,) + ZJ&([w3, si4) = JkL:,,(R3, &) + 
zkLfoc(R 37 si4). 
To prove this lemma it is convenient to make use of the Fourier trans- 
form. SC’ we will have to understand its effect on the spaces above. Denote 
the Fou:ier transform by 5. 
FROPCISITION 2.3.7. Let (0 > c S be a plane in R3, L c S be a line through 
the orig’n, and G= {S\L, L\(O), (0)). Let Q(G) be the space of linear 
vector fi ?Ids in V( 6). 
Lo = {Cc ti v) E R3: (5, v, 7). (x, Y, t) = Ofor (x, Y, t) EL}, 
and 
So= {b, L v)ER3: (5, rl, T).(x, Y, t)=Ofor(x, Y, t)ES}. 
Set Go== (L”\So, S’\(O), (0)). Let f?(G’) be the space of linear vector 
fields in V(S’); i.e., their coefficients are linear functions. Zf u E Z,L2(R3, 6) 
has com,>act support then 
‘7, . . . w, g( 24) E L2( IF), WjE f?(GO), 1 <jdN<k. 
Proof. One just needs to prove the result for S = (t = O> and 
L = (t = x = O}. The general case can be brought into this one by a linear 
change of coordinates and this clearly does not affect the result. For the 
model c; Lse 
V(G)=sp{V,=tD,, V,=tD,, V3=xDx, V,=tD,, V5=xD,, V,=yD,}. 
Since u IS compactly supported u E Zk L2( R3, G) if and only if 
(V 1) . ..) V$ u E L’(W), lcll <k 
and equl valently 
i??~(Vl, ..*, v,)clo5~‘05(u)EL2([W3), lal <k. 
But 
~ovloii-‘= -TD,+i, 50 V20s-‘= -<D,, 30 V3~g-‘= -<D,+i, 
50 Vdoij-‘= -qD,, ~oV~O~~~= -rjD,, 50 V60sP1= -vD,+i. 
AS one c in easily check P(G”) = sp{ 5 D Vj o g- I, 1 < j < 6 f , and this proves 
the propxition. fl 
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PROPOSITION 2.3.8. Let B, = rD, + 5Dc + qD,, B, = tD, + (D,, B, = 
(T+<)D,+~I(D,-Dt)) and B,=(@-<D,)D,. Zf UEJ~L*(R~,X,,) is 
compactly supported then 
B:(B,, 4, B3Y S(~EH-V~), s+ Ial dk. 
ProoJ From Proposition 2.2.6, u E JkLf$R3, Sdl) if and only if, for 
s+ lal <k, 
Therefore 
Since Bo[V”,(V,, V2, V3)cl]~5-1=B~(B1r B,, B,)“+Lower order terms, 
we can conclude the proof by induction on s + Ial. 1 
Let B=((X, Y,T)E~W~,X*+Y*+T~<~) and SP:R3+B with 
SP(I) = i/,/m, i = (5, t, q). Let R2 = (1 -X2 - Y2 - T2), then 
p=SP,(dl)=R-*dXdYdT. 
PROPOSITION 2.3.9. Let (X, Y, T)= (X,, X2, X3), then (SP-‘)* (DC,)= 
R(D,,-C;=, XiXjD,). Andfor r= (1 + ([12)1’2 
(2.3.10) 
Moreover if c’“(B) is the set of restrictions to B of Cm(rW3), then 
?G(B) = C”(B) span{RD,,, SP,(liDj), 1 d i, j< 3}, 
where Vb(B) is the Lie algebra of smooth vector fields tangent to k?B. 
Proof: Simple applications of the chain rule prove the first part. To 
prove the second part we observe that SP,([iDj) E 9$(B) and that 
-y(B) = Cm(B) span(XD.- YD,, XD,- TD,, YD,- TD,, 
RD,, RD,, RD,). 
Then from 2.3.10 we obtain SP,(XD. - YD,) = lD, - qD,, 
SP,(XD.- TD,)=cD,-zD,, SP,(YD,- TD,)=qD,-zD,. 1 
Define 
580%9’2-2 
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?j, w 11 be called the compact Fourier transform. Let So and Lo be as in 
Propos tion 2.3.7. Set 
GB = {aB\SP(LO), SP(LO)\[aBu SP(SO) J, SP(S”)\aB, SP(SO) n all}. 
LEM~[A 2.3.11. The compact Fourier transform gives a map 
&: LLf(~3, S) + wp, EJ’B), 
where tie subindex c means compactly supported. 
Proo,: From Proposition 2.3.7, G(ZkLf(R3, G)) cZ~L’(R~, f?(G’)). We 
are left to prove that SP: ZkL2(R3, !$(G,“)) c Z,Li(B, V-(6,)). This follows 
if we p:ove that (SP-‘)* (f!(G”)) spans Y(GB). From Proposition 2.3.9 
and th: fact that SP is a diffeomorphism in the interior we have 
(SP-‘) @ (f?(G’)) c V”(GB). On the other hand SP*(Y(G,)) c V(G’). 
Hence given VE V(G,) we have 
SP*( V)E Cco(R3) span(g(Gi,)). (2.3.12) 
Using the fact that V is tangent to the boundary one is able to replace 
C”(R3, by /?m(R3) = {f E Cm(R3): Sup lD"f 1 <C,, CYE N3} in (2.3.12). 
Proving the lemma. 1 
By reversing the argument we have 
LEMMA 2.3.13. Let cp E qw3), then 
Zk L,2( Iw: ) GO). 
CPS,’ : zJ@, GL?) + 
Let C’,= ((A’, Y, T): T2=X2+ Y2, TfOj, S,= ((X, Y, T): T+X=O), 
and g!,.=Clos(C,nS,)= {(A!, Y, T): T+X= Y=O}. Decompose these 
submanifolds and the boundary into C” varieties. Let 
cg= {aB\C,, c,\[aBu i?!,], f?!,\aB, aBn i?,}, 
and 
s:, = { S,\(i?, u as), aB\S,, Ss\dB, aB l-l S,}. 
LEMM4 2.3.14. &:JkLz(R3, S,,)+ J,L;(B, C;)+Z,L;(B, S;). 
Proof Let S,O=((r,rl,z)~W~;2~=r~+11~), Sy=((&1jl,t):5+5=0j, 
and i?“:=S~nS~. Define the varieties Sy,= {Sy\f?O, Q”\O, 0) and Sq, = 
{Si\2” i?“\O,O). Let /?~=A~uAquA,, where Ay=N*Sy\O, AZ= 
Clos[N “(St\O)\O] and A0 = N*(O). From Proposition 2.3.3 we have that 
%EDiff”(R3), a,(@)=0 on ;iy, then there exists ~~Diffm-‘(R3), 
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161~3, and %~Diffm-*([W3), so that for B,, 1 <I< 3, and Q as in 
Proposition 2.38, 
%!= i qB,+%Q. 
/=l 
We divide the proof in two steps. 
Step 1. Let A,= [(clos N*(C,))\O] u [N*S,\O] UN*(O), Aj= 
(%-I)* Bj, 1 <j< 3, and for r = (1 + t2 + q* + r2)l’*, Qb = (SP-I)* (rQ). 
Then Ajcz 9$(B) and Qb~ Diff i(B) and moreover if A!“(.4,) = 
(g~DiffT(B); a,(B)=0 on A,, where a,(g) is its principal symbol}, 
then 
p= 5: G,,,A,+FbQ, 
I=1 
with G,,,~Diff:-‘(B) and F,~Diffy-~(B). 
Proof of Step 1. From Proposition 2.3.9 we obtain that Aj~ 9$(B) and 
Qb E Diff g(B). Let 9 E Diff T(B), a,(B) = 0 on A,. Since SP is a diffeo- 
morphism in the interior of B, we have by Proposition 2.3.3 
SP*(9) = i G,B,+ F(rQ), 
/=I 
with GI E Diff”- ’ (R3), FEDiff’+‘(R3). Since (SP-‘)* G,EDiffy-‘(B) 
and (SP-‘)* FEDifY-*(B) one proves Step 1. 1 
From Step 1 and a commutation argument similar to the one used in 
the proof of Theorem 2.3.2 one has that for I?(;iy) being the set of linear 
combinations of the operator in Proposition 2.3.8 
(SP-I)*: ZkLz(R3, i?($)) -+ Z,L;(B, A,). 
Thus the Lemma follows from Theorem 2.1.15. 1 
LEMMA 2.3.15. Let (PE C;(W3). Then 
Proof: By an argument similar to the ones used above we obtain 
SP*:J,L;(B, C;)+ZkL2(R3, !2(Ay)). 
But cpg-’ : ZkL2(R3, 2(/l:)) -+ ZkLt(R3, A,), proving the lemma. 
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Proof of Lemma 2.3.6. From Theorem 2.3.2 we only need to prove that 
ZkL:,,W3> 21) + zkL:o,(~3, S,,) 3JkL:o,(~39 &,I + zkL:,,(~3, S,,). 
Let UE JkLk,(lR3, S,,) + ZkLfOC(R3, S,,) and cp E Cr(R3), then from 
Lemmas 2.3.11 and 2.3.14, 
S,(w) E Jkq4 G, + ZkqQ, w 
From L!:mmas 2.3.13 and 2.3.15 we obtain the desired result. 1 
Sumtring up the results above we have the main theorem of the section. 
THEOFEM 2.3.16. The space of conormal distributions associated to the 
triple interaction is given by 
DEFIN TION 2.3.17. For an open set WCC R3 with compact closure and 
u E Zk Lf,:( W, S,), let 
where W, V(S,) = span{ V,, 1 < j < I} and V” = VT’ ... Vy. For 
u E ZkLf,, ( w, l?i) let 
iI”Iik tw)= 1 IlQ”b41, A29 A,)” 4-q,+ 
s+lirl<k 




C(Ilu~llk+ /lui4llkf ll~j/lk)(w);~=~u~+uj~+~i . 
I 
2.4. Extt nsion Lemma 
Let Si 1 6 i < 4, be smooth hypersurfaces in one of the configurations 
stated in Theorem 1.6. 
THEORZM 2.4.1. Let J,(B) be the space in Definition 2.2.7 and SE R+. 
Assume ‘hat R- has smooth boundary. Then there exists a continuous 
extension map 
E: H”(Q-) n J,(B-) + H”(Q) n J,(Q). 
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Proof: We construct the extension to a neighborhood of JV, the full 
extension follows from Seeley’s extension lemma [Sell. Since the space Jk 
is defined as a sum, we extend each term of this sum. Therefore we may 
consider only the model case. 
Step 1. There exists a map 
Proof. Consider the map 9?, defined in (2.2.2). Then by the 
Lemma 2.2.3, V(S,,) lifts to span Y(ST4). Since t is a time function for P 
one has that V(S&) is transversal to t = 0. Therefore the extension to a 
neighborhood of JV follows from Seeley’s extension. 
The extensions for the other terms of the sum are constructed in the 
same way. Then define 
E=C E,+E,, 
where E,: Z,L’(!X, S,) -+ Z,L’(O, S,) and Ei: Z,L*(sZ-, Sdi) + 
Z,L2(f2, Sdi). We are left to prove that the extension above maps H”(R? ) 
into H”( R3). 
Step 2. Let r = (x2 + y2 + t’)“‘, ZzG( (0)) = { 24 6 L2( R3) : V, . . . V,u E 
Lf,,(R3), Vj(0)=O, l<j<NoN}. Then 
ZZs(R3)=HS(R3)n [r”L2(R”)]+H”(R”)nZ”({O)). 
Proof The case s = 0 is already done. Assume s = 2k, the other cases 
follow by interpolation. 
s = 2. Let u E ZZ2(lR3), then r2 Au E r2L2(R3). Let w = a$, then 
gf(r*A) w E r’Lz(Z,) = r”‘Lz(Z,). 
On the other hand g:(r’A) E 1(1 z(Z,) is elliptic, thus from [Mel] 
w E r7’2H~(Zl) + d(B). 
Hence u E r2L2(R3) n ZZ*(W’) + I”( (0)). The proof for larger k follows the 
same idea and will be left to the reader. 
Conclusion of the proof One can easily check that 
H”(R3)n [r”L2(R3)] n JkL2(R3) 
=c H”(R3)n [r”L*(R’)] n {Z,Lf,,(lR3, S,) + JkLf,,(R3, Si4)}. 
It is straightforward from the techniques above that E, extends each term 
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of the sum. On the other hand we have that Z”({O})cZJ2([w3, SU)n 
.ZkL2(R3, Si4), 1 <i, j< 3. 
III. REDUCTION TO THE MODEL CASE 
3.1 Sta,ements of the Results 
Let S; E [w3 be an open subset and let P be a second order strictly hyper- 
bolic diFferentia1 operator in 52. Let (x, y, t) be coordinates in Sz and let 
P, = 0: - Df - D: be the wave operator in Q. Let 0 E Y c s2 be a charac- 
teristic lypersurface for P and put A, = N*Y\O. Let V be the light cone 
for P 01 er 0 and A, = clos[N*(V\O)]\O. Let Q = Yn %’ and A, = N*g\O. 
Set A, q = N* {O>\O. Let C be the light cone for P, over 0. Denoting the 
canonicdly dual coordinates by (5, q, T), we have C= {(x, y, t) E $2: 
t2=x2i. y’} and A.=Clos[N*(C\O)]\O. Let S= {(x, y, t)EQ: t=x} 
and A,=N*S\O. Let L=SnC={(x, y, t)ESZ:x=t, y=O} and AL= 
N*L\O. 
THEOI:EM 3.1.1. Let p = o*(P), 0 = a,(P,,) = z2 - c2 - q2. Gioen 
yEA,nAynA, there exist a conic neighborhood V of y, a conic 
neighbor hood W of (0, 0, 0, - 1, 0, 1 ), and a homogeneous canonical trans- 
formaticn x: W+ V such that ~*.4,~= A,, ~*,4~= A,, x*A,= A,, 
x*AO=,10 and 
X*p=aa, 
where a : So(V) is elliptic. 
In [NRl] Melrose and Ritter prove that the cone, the line, and the 
point, b It not the operator, can be put into normal form by a change of 
coordim tes. 
LEMM), 3.1.2 [MRl, Proposition 4.91. There exist neighborhood Sz’ of 
the origi,t and a coordinate transformation Y’: 52’ + 0’ such that Y*(w) = C, 
Y*(Y) q = S, ‘P*(2) = L, ‘Y(0) = 0, and 
Y’*P=P,+Q, 
where Q k a second order differential operator with principal symbol vanishing 
at To*. 
Thus we are left to prove Theorem 3.1.1 for the special case where 
P=P,+Q. Y=S, II!==, Q?=C, and q=az(Q) vanishes on A,, A,, and 
on A,. 
Let (n, y, t, 5, yl, z) be the coordinates in T*SZ referred above. From 
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Proposition 2.3.3 and (2.3.4) we can assume that in a conic neighborhood 
v Of% 
rr,(P)=p=aa+q, 
where QE S”( V) function and q = a*(Q) vanishes not only on A,, /i,, and 
/i, but on n L as well. 
3.2. Outline of the Proof of Theorem 3.1.1 
Let w be the canonical symplectic form in T*R3. Denote C = {(T = 0) 
and z = {p =O}. By a translation we may assume that y = 
(0, 0, 0, - 1, 0, 1) and hence work in the region r > 0. Let (, } be the 
Poisson bracket in T*R3. Then 
Also 
{t,cJ}=20-0. 
(t, p} =a2z+aa,a+a,q. 
(3.2.1) 
Since a(y) = 0 = q(y) = 0 and d, ‘Is tangent to A,, we may assume that 
it, PI>0 (3.2.2) 
in a conic neighborhood of y. Let V be a conic neighborhood of y where 
(3.2.1) and (3.2.2) hold. Hence M=Cn(t=O) and &=zn{t=O> 
inherit symplectic structures from T*R3. Since /i, c {t = 0} and no inter- 
sects both C and 2 transversally A,,,= A,n C= /i, nZ’ is a Lagrangian 
submanifold of both M and fi. Similarly since /i, c C n J? and A, inter- 
sects {t = 0} transversally n s,. = /1, n (t = 0} is a Lagrangian submanifold 
of both A4 and I@. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1.1 will be divided in four steps: 
Step 1. For V’ c M and V” c fi conic neighborhoods of y we con- 
struct a symplectomorphism Y: V” + V’ such that, 
(i) Y(c)=c, for all ~E&~u~~,~. 
Step 2. For a conic neighborhood V of y, construct a diffeomorphism 
9, : V -+ V such that 
(i) %r(C) = Z. 
(ii) 9, preserves A,, /1,, and A,. 
(iii) If r= En A,, then ~9~ preserves T,AL. 
(iv) If 1: C-+ T*R3 and I’: E+ T*R3 are the immersions and 
1’*0 = Wt, 1*0 = OIL, 
then, (9;‘)* (we) = oz. 
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Step 1. Construct a diffeomorphism $2: V -+ V such that 
(i) %z({) = (i) for all i EC. 
(ii1 %;(%(A,)) = AL. 
(iii] y(Y,(&)) =A,. 
Step (1. Let o1 = [(y 0 $ ) ‘I* o. We construct a diffeomorphism 
FYJ,: V-+ V, preserving /i,, A,, A,, /i,, and C such that 9:0, =q. 
Then x = ($0 %2 0 $9,) ~ ’ is the desired map. 
The difficulty of this result lies mostly on the facts that AL and Z do not 
intersect cleanly, as proved in Proposition 3.4.1, and /1 L intersects A, 
cleanly ;.way from {t = 0} but at {t = O> their tangent spaces coincide; this 
is reflected in the proof of Lemma 3.4.7 by the fact that we cannot take g 
to be th: identity. 
3.3. Pro ?f of Step 1 
This IS a Darboux-Weinstein type theorem. A similar result for one 
Lagrangian due to A. Weinstein, can be found in [LMl 1. 
LEMM.~ 3.3.1. Let M be a C” conic manifold of dimension 2m. Let co0 
and o, ie conic symplectic forms in M. Let A, and A, be m dimensional 
submani,^olds intersecting cleanly at y. If A, and A2 are Lagrangians with 
respect to both wO and w, and 
%(U, v)(z) = w,(u, w)(z), z~A,nA,,v~T,A~,andw~T,/l~, (3.3.2) 
then there exist a conic neighborhood U of y and a dlyfeomorphism Y: U + U 
so that 
Y(z) = z forall ZEA,VA, and Y’*w, = 00. 
Proof: Denote the restriction of the tangent bundle of M to Ai by 
T,,,M. P’e wish to construct a l-form 1 such that 
w,-w,,=dA and I vanishes at T,,,M, i = 1, 2. 
Once ,I is constructed we follow a standard argument of Moser to 
conclude the proof. Assume that such a ,I exists, let 
w,=sw,+(l-S)W& SE [O, 11. 
w, is easjly seen to be a family of symplectic forms. Let {ZS, s E [0, l] } be 
a smootl~ one-parameter family of vector fields defined by 
w,(Zs, .) = a - dg. 
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Since I. vanishes at T,,,M, i = 1, 2, the vector field EX vanishes on both /li. 
Let (x,, s E [0, 1 ] } be the one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms 
generated by {ES-,, s E [0, l] >, i.e., x, satisfies 
p x,(x) = ~Sk(X))~ x0(x) = x. 
Therefore 
where !i?!, is the Lie derivative with respect o ZS. Hence 
Since ES, SE [0, 11, vanishes on /i, and AZ, x1 restricted to ni is the 
identity for i= 1, 2. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that A, and /1, intersect rans- 
versally. From (3.2.2) and Poincare’s lemma, see, for example, [LM, 
Appendix 1, Corollary 7.53, there exist a conic neighborhood U of y and 
l-forms a and /? homogeneous of degree 1 defined on U such that c1= 0 at 
T,,, M, /3 = 0 at T,,M and the first derivatives of the components of a. and 
fl with respect o local coordinates in any chart are zero at /i, n /i,, and 
Hence d(a - 8) =O, once again from Poincare’s lemma there exists 
f E Cco( U), homogeneous of degree 1, so that 
cc-fl=df and f=O at A,nA,. 
From the properties of u and j? we also have that 
a = df at T&f, /?= -df at T,,M. 
df=O at A,nA,. (3.3.3) 
Hess(f) = 0 at A,nA,. 
From (3.3.3) one can construct a smooth function g, homogeneous of 
degree 1, so that 
f=g at A,, df =dg at T,, M, 
g=o at AZ, and dg = 0 at T,,M. 
Then 1= a - dg is the desired l-form. 1 
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PROPOSITION 3.3.4. Let (M,, ol) and (M,, 02) be conic symplectic 
mantfohk of dimension 2m. Let Ai, AT c M, and Ai, Ai c M, be conic 
Lagrang ian submanifolds intersecting cleanly at x E M, and y E M,, respec- 
tively, and dim(A:nA:)=dim(AinA:)=k. Let g,:AT+A: and 
g, : A: -. A: be dtjfeomorphisms intertwining the IF! + actions such that 
g,(z) = g2(z), zEA:nA: (3.3.5) 
o,(Dg,(z)o,Dg,(z)w)=o,(v,w) for z~A,nA,,o~T=A,,andw~T~/i~. 
Then there exist conic neighborhoods V of x, W of y = g,(x), and a 
dtjjfeomcrphism cp: V + W intertwining the [w +-actions o that 
4’(Z) = g,(z) for ZEA,, dz) = g*(z) for ZE A, (3.3.6) 
and 
cp*o2=w,. 
Proof: From the clean intersection property and (3.3.5) there exist 
neighborhoods V of x and W of y and a diffeomorphism Y: V -+ W satis- 
fying (3.3.6). Let wg = Y*o,. Lemma (3.3.1) guarantees the existence of a 
diffeomcrphism x: V + W so that x(z)=z for ZEA:UAT and x*o,=w,. 
Then cp := Y 0 x is the desired map. 1 
Step 1 is therefore an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.3.4. 
3.4. Pro, ,S of Step 2 
PROPOSITION 3.4.1. Let r= C n AL = A, n A, = AL n AC n As and 
TrA, bt the restriction of the tangent bundle of AL to r. Similarly define 
T,A, ar d TrA,. Then 
T,A, c span{ TJc, TrAs>. 





and r= {x= t, y = 0, 5 = -7, q = 0, t #O}. Observe that they are all 
containecl in R = {xt + yq + tr = 0). In R these submanifolds are given by 
A,={yz+tv]=O~~=~~+n~,t#O), 
As={5= -z,n=O,t#O}, 
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and 
AL= (C= Jr, y=o, t#O}. 
Let r’= rJa, n’=q/m, z=r + <, then (y, t, z, $, r’) are 
admissible coordinates near r. In these coordinates we have A,= 
{z==~‘~, yz’+tf=O,z#O), /i,= {z=O,~‘=O,r#O}, and AL= 
{z = 0, y = 0). Therefore for ,I E I’ we have 
and 
Tj.n, = span 
i 
(0, LO, 0, 0), 
( 
yto, 0, 1,o 
> 
At t = 0, A, and AL are tangent, and away from t = 0 
(O>O,O, LO)= 
( 
?,o,o, Lo)+; [(l,O,O,O, l)-(O,O,O,O, l)]. 1 
Let v = r + ([‘+ ~~)l’~, then 
{t,i}=a,(i)=i. 
From (3.2.2) and [Ho3, Lemma 21.3.41, there exist a conic neighborhood 
V of y and a unique positive u E C m ( V) homogeneous of degree one such 
that 
i 1 t,P- =l in V. IA (3.4.3) 
Assume that (3.4.2) and (3.4.3) hold in V and denote 
pj,P u’ a’ = a. V 
For small enough V there exists, by Step 1, Y: Mn V + fin V so that 
Y(z)=z for z~/i,~u/l,,,. 
Let gEC”(R) &thg(O)=O and g’(s)>O, SER. Let X:Tn V-+Zn V 
be defined as 
.X(i) = expMt(i)) Hct)~ yoexp( - t(i) H,,)(i), (3.4.4) 
where t(i) is the coordinate t of the point c, H, is the Hamilton vector field 
of the function f, and exp(Hf) stands for its flow. 
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PROPXITION 3.4.5. X is homogeneous of degree 1 and is a diffeo- 
morphism onto its image such that X(c) = [for all [ E A,,,. X preserves A, 
and A, and 
JPW, = 02;. 
ProoJ: The homogeneity of .X is clear since each of the maps in the 
compos tion is homogeneous. If 5 E A,,, then in particular t(i) = 0, there- 
fore X (5) = Y(i) = [. If [E A,, then exp( - t(c) H,.)(i) E A,,,, hence 
Yo exp( - t(c) H,,.)(c) E A,,, and therefore X(r) E A,. The same argument 
proves hat X preserves A,. The last part is an immediate consequence 
of the facts that Z.~,(w) =0 and YH,,(w) = 0, where 9’ is the Lie 
derivati le. 1 
From the fact that .4, intersects both C and 2 transversally one readily 
obtains 
PROPOSITION 3.4.6. For small enough V, there exists a diffeomorphism 
99, : V + V homogeneous of degree 1 so that 
%(3=.X(i) for igC and %(i)=i for iE&. 
Observe that properties (i), (ii), and (iv) in Step 2 are independent of the 
function g. We now have to construct g so that 9, satisfies (iii). 
LEMM I 3.4.1. There exists gE Cm(Z), 0 E Zc R, an open interval, with 
g(0) = 0 and g’(s) > 0, s E Z, so that for X as in (3.4.4), the extension $, 
preserve; T,-AL, where Z=A,nz. 
ProoJ: By definition we have 
T-;(s, i):=exp(-sH,,(i))=(X(s, 0, Y(s, 0 T(s, 0 % 0, *(s, 0, @(s, 01, 
where fcr p’ = p’(q(s, i)), 
1 -(s) = a4 p’, X(0) =x; 2(s) = -a, p’, S(O) = ( 
IQ) = a, p’, Y(O) = Y; &(s) = -a, p’, WO) = rl 
2’(s) = 1, T(0) = t; O(s) = -a, p’, O(0) = 7. 
Since $9, preserves r we only have to prove that D~&(<)(c?,)E T,A,. On 
the other hand 8, is tangent to C along r, therefore we just need to prove 
that J,,~*([)E T,A,. From Proposition (3.4.1) plus the fact that ?9r preser- 
ves A, ;md A,, we have that a,%( - t(i), c) E Span{ T,,A,,,, Tr,,AsSo}. 
But Y is the identity on A0,0 and A,,, and therefore 
~w$6( - t(i), [)I= [a,&( -40, ill. (3.4.8) 
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This vector belongs to T,A, if and only if 
424 -t(i), i) = a, T( -t(i), i) (3.4.9) 
(3.4.10) 
and 
a,ea), o=a,w-a), 0. (3.4.11) 
To prove that (3.4.9) and (3.4.11) hold and that g(c) defined by (3.4.10) is 
smooth we first recall a result from O.D.Es. 
LEMMA 3.4.12 [Sol]. Let f be continuous in Q x R x l%” and D2f 
continuous in 52. Let cp(s, so, x0) be the solution of 
x'(s) =f(s, XL x(so) = x0. 
Then rp is differentiable with respect to x0 and z(s) = (a/ax;) cp(s, x, x0), 
where xk is the kth coordinate of x0, is the solution of 
z’(s) = J(s). z(s), z(0) = ek = (0, . . . . 1, 0, . . . . o), (3.4.13) 
where J(s)=4fb, v(s, so, x0)). 
Hence z(s) = DF,(s, [)(O, 0, 0, 0, 1,0) = d, Y,(s, {) is the solution of 
(3.4.13) with ek= (O,O, O,O, 1, 0) and (J(s))~ is given by (J(s))~~=$,~‘, 
(J(S)Lj=a~5P’, (J(s))3j=Oy (J(s))Llj=aT1 P’, (J(s))5j=d~jP’, (J(S))6j=a&P’, 
for 1 < j< 5, and (J(s))~~ = 0. Since a2 is tangent to A, and for c E r, 
&i;(s, i)Erc& it follows that a,p’(Fl(s, [)) = 0. Since a4 - a6 is 
tangent to I- (a, - a,)(a,p’(Fl(s, 0)) =0 and in view of (3.4.3), 
a,(a,p’($(s, [))) = 0. Similarly (a, - a6)* (p’(&(s, [))) = 0 and hence, 
again from (3.4.3), a:p’(Fl(s, <))=O. From the fact that i3Ja4-a6) 
(p’((K(s, i)))) = 0 and that q vanishes on A, we have a,a,p’(q(s, [)) = 0. 
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Since d, - J, is tangent to r it follows that ~?~(a, - 8,)p’(q(s, [)) = 0 and 
that (i, - a,)(~?, - a,)p’(q(s, i)) = 0. From (3.4.3) we have a4(8i - a,) 
p’(Yi(s. [))=O. a,(~?, -83)(o/o)(Yi(~, [))=O and since q vanishes on A, 
we hav: a,(~?, - a,)$(%(~, [)) = 0. Hence solving (3.4.13) we get 
d, T(s, i) = d,X(s, i) = 0. 
a,qs, i) = -a, O(s, tj). 
,igqs, 5) = e-is,R(s’,c)ds’, with R(s’, [) = asa2 p’( Y(s, i)). 
8, y@, [) = e$ R(s’.:W qs’, [) e-I; Wr.S)dr & 
with 
From 3.4.10 we obtain 
3.5. Pmof of Step 3 
LEMMA 3.5.1. Let A’=‘9,(AL). There exist WC V and 2$: W-+ W so 
that $( :) = c for [EC, 4 preserves A0 and g2(A’) = A,. 
Prooj Let q’=q/a, z=(<+r)-qr2, and x-t==‘. In a 
neighborhood of r, (x’, y, t, z, q’, r) are admissible coordinates and we 
have Z=(z=O) and AL.=(x’=0,y=0,z=$2}. Since r#O we can 
divide all coordinates by r and thus consider r = 1. Since T,-A, = T,A’ and 
r= A,,>2 we must have A’= ($*gl(t, q’), q’2g2(t, q’), t, qf2g3(t, q’), v]‘). 
Moreover two important properties of AL are preserved. First since A, 
and C are tangent of first order we must have g3(t, q) # 0. Second 
since A,n (t=O} =A, n.4,=A’nAo, gi(l, q’)=thi(t, q’), i= 1, 2. Let 
z” = z/gJ(t, r/l), x” = x’ - z’th,(t, r/‘) gJ(t, q’), y” = y - z’th,(t, q’) g3( t, v’), 
t”= t, q”= v]‘. Then 4(x, y, t, 4, q, 7)=7(x”, y”, t, z”, q”, 1) is the desired 
map. I 
3.6. Proof of Step 4 
Let 3’ = g2 0 4. Then %’ preserves A,, A,, A,, A, and maps 2 onto ,E 
but it does not necessarily preserve the canonical 2-form. Let o. = w be the 
canonici11 2 form in T*R3. Let o1 = W*oo and 
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where /I is a l-form vanishing on the tangent spaces of &, A,, A,, and 
AL, since those are lagrangian submanifolds preserved by $9’. Moreover 
from (iv) of Step 2 and (i) of Step 3, /I vanishes on the tangent space to Z. 
Let 
w,=sw1 +(l -s)oo. 
Let (K,, s E [0, l] } be the family of vector fields defined by 
4% .)=B. 
Let ( Ysv,, s E [0, 1 ] } be the family of diffeomorphisms generated by vs. 
Following Moser’s argument outlined in the proof of Lemma 3.3.1 one 
concludes that !P’, is the desired map, and since K, SE [0, 11, is tangent to 
all submanifolds involved, ‘vi preserves A,, A,, A,, A,, and C. 1 
IV. CONORMAL ENERGY ESTIMATES 
4.1. Statements of the Results 
Let S,, Sz, and S, be characteristic hypersurfaces for P intersecting at 
0 and satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.6. Let S4 be the light cone for 
P over 0. For U c Q, let, in accordance with Theorem 2.3.16, 
In this section t will denote the time function for P in Q. t will be the 
time function for the wave operator. 
THEOREM 4.1.1. Let P be as above, f EJ,L~,,(Q) and UEC-m(O), 
supp(u) c Q +, satisfy 
Pu=f in 52. (4.1.2) 
Then for a sequence of neighborhoods of the origin (Sz,}, with diam(S2,) -+ 0 
as 1 + co, there exists C > 0, independent of j, so that, 
(I141k + IIWkW,) < Cdiam(Q,) Ilf Ilk (Q2,). (4.1.3) 
The proof of this result will be a straightforward consequence of the 
following propositions. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.4. Let f EZ~L~JQ, Ai) and u~C-~o(sZ), supp(u) 
co+, satisfy (4.1.2). Then UEZ,L~,,(Q,, 2,) and there exists C> 0, inde- 
pendent of I, so that (4.1.3) holds. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1.5. Let f~l,L:,,(@ Si4) and UE C-“(Q), supp(u) 
co+, satisfy (4.1.2). Then u E Z,Lf,,(Q,, Si4) + Zk Lf,,(Q,, Ji) and there 
exists C > 0, independent of I, so that (4.1.3) holds. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.6. Let f E Zk L2(Q, S,), where Si and S, are tangent of 
finite order along L,, and UEC~*(Q), supp(u)cS2+, satisfy (4.1.2). Then 
UE I, Lz,,(Q,, S,,) + Ik L&(Q,, Aj) and there exists C > 0, independent of I, 
so that 4.1.3) holds. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.7. Let f E IkL2(Q, S,), where Si and Sj intersect trans- 
versally at L,=SinSj, and u~C-~(fi), supp(u)cg+, satisfy (4.1.2). 
Then 
and ther? exist C> 0, independent of 1, so that (4.1.3) holds. 
Away from the origin all the spaces involved in the propositions are 
characteristic complete, i.e., are defined by characteristic complete Lie 
algebras see [MRl, MR2] for a proof. Then if one assumes that Sz + is a 
domain of influence of 52- one can conclude, by characteristic omplete- 
ness arg lments, that u E Jk L’(a). 
4.2. The Model Case 
Assune that P=P,=D:-Dt-D$ S,=(x=t). Let 8, be a 
neighbor hood of the origin such that Sz: is a domain of influence of Sz; . 
PROPCSITION 4.2.1. Let f EZkLfO,(O, 2,) and UEC-~(SZ) with 
supp( U) ’ 1 D + satisfy (4.1.2). Then u~i,L~,,(sZ,, 1,) and (4.1.3) holds 
in Q,. 
Proof Let Q, A,, A,, and A, be as in Proposition 2.3.5. Then we have 
[PO, A,1 =2P,, [PO, A21 =O, [PO, A31 =O, and [PO, Ql =O. 
Hence tf e commutator method used in [MRl, Bo2] applies, and therefore 
the resul: follows exactly by the arguments given there. 
PROPOSITION 4.2.2. Let f E ZkLkc(Q, S,,) and u E Cm(Q), supp(u) 
cQ+, Jatisfy (4.1.2). Then UGZ,L~,,(Q, S,,) +Z,Lk,(Q, 2,) and (4.1.3) 
holds in !2,. 
We ne:d to prove a lemma before proving Proposition 4.2.2. 
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LEMMA 4.2.3. Let s>O and M=(l +~‘+t~+q~)/((~-is)~-<~-q~). 
Then m = SP, M E I, L”(B, 2I), where 2I is the Lie algebra of vector 
fields tangent to {C\aB, aB} and C= ((T, X, Y); T2=X2+ Y2, T#O}. 
Moreover if V,, V,, V,, V, generate ‘9l, and V” = ZZVF, we have that 
Proof By pushing forward the generators of the smooth vector fields 
tangent to S, one has that V, = (1 - T2 - X2 - Y’)( Ta, + X8, + Yd y), 
v2=xa,-ra,,v,=x(i-2T*)a,+~(i-2x2)a,-2Txya.,v,= 
Y(l -2T2)&-2TXYa,+ T(l -2Y*)a,. 
Induction on 1~1. )a1 =O. A simple computation shows that m = 
~~[(T-~s~)~-X~-Y~]-‘, where ~=(1-T2-X2-Y2)1/2. Hence m= 
fl[2T’-(f12(s2- l)+ l)-2&T]-‘. Since 
12T2 - (f12(s2 - 1) + 1) - 2iflsTl* 2 (s* - 1)2 ,0” + fl’(s’- 1) 
one obtains that 
lirnll m < (s2 - 1)-“2 
ilmll,<flP1(s2-1))‘. 
(4.2.4) 
On the other hand, m = j?L- ‘, where L=y-s2f12 -2isJ?T and y= 
T2-X2- Y2. Therefore one just has to observe that V, L= 
2~2L-s2~2-2isj3T, V2L=0, V,L= -4TXL-2isXjl+4isXT2/?, and V4L= 
-4TYL- 2isY/J+ 4isT2Yfi. Hence V,m = (b2- 28 -s2jm - 2isT- l)m, 
V/,m = 0, V,m = (b2 - 2isXjL - 4isT2XJL - l)m, and V,m = (b2 - 2isYIL 
- 4isYT*/L - 1)m. Now a simple induction argument gives the desired 
result. One should observe that the second part of (4.2.4) controls the term 
s’pm’ in V,m. 1 
Proof of Proposition 4.2.2. Let 0, c Q, be a neighborhood of 0 and 
cp E C;(Q,), with cp = 1 near 0. Let U,E Cm(Q), i= 1,2, supp(q) c Q+, 
satisfy 
Pclu,=vf and PI+2 = (1 - cp)f. 
Then u=u,+u2. Since f~ZkG&& S14h (l-cp)f~ZJ~(Q, {Sl\ 
(S, n S,), S, n S,}). But {S, \(S, n S,), S, n S,} is characteristically com- 
plete, hence in particular, u2 E ZkL2(Q, S14). The estimates for u2 follow 
from the results in [MRl 1. Therefore we may assume that f is compactly 
supported near the origin. 
Let s>O, v=e-“‘u, w=(l +d)“2v, g=e-“‘f, and 
P,,, = e ~“P,,e” = (D, - is)2 - D’, - D.$ 
5110:x9:2-? 
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Then 
Po.,w = (1 + 6)1’2 g. (4.2.5) 
Taking compact Fourier transform of (4.2.5), one obtains 
5,w = 4Jck). 
From l,emmas4.2.3 and 2.3.11, ~EI,L”(B, Ck) and $~,~EI~L:(B, SL). 
By the same argument given in the proof of Lemma 2.3.14 one obtains that 
mSc(g) = ET,+ g2, 
with g, E Zk LE(B, Ci), g, E I,L:(B, Si). Moreover 
ll&lL~; 115,sll g lldk. 
From I,emmas 2.3.12 and 2.3.15 we have that w = W, + w2, with 
and 
where Q and Aj, 1 <j< 3, are defined in Proposition 2.3.5 and V,, 
1~ j< 5, are the vector fields tangent to S,, defined in Remark 2.2.5. In 
particular wi E z&$R3, S,4) and w2 E ~kL~,(R3, A,). Hence u = u1 + u2 
with 
and 
r -gck IIQrA%II~-~~~~~+ 1 llQ’A”(Vv,)ll,-.I,~~~~ Ilglik. 
r+lorl<k 
In part cular vi, Vu, E~~L&(R~, S,,) and uq, VU,E~~L~,,([W~, I,). More- 
over in any compact subset WCC R3, 
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By simple computations one obtains that in 52 i, 
where T=sup{t: (x, y, ~)E:SZ~} and C is bounded in a larger set s22~52,, 
take s= T-‘. 1 
4.3. Jk-Boundness of Fourier Integral Operators 
The proofs of Proposition 4.1.4 through 4.1.7 depend upon the applica- 
tion of Fourier Integral operators to the spaces Jk, hence one needs to 
prove boundness of such operators acting on these spaces. This is the main 
reason for proving Theorem 2.3.16; the space JkL2(12, S4,) is defined by 
singular vector fields and therefore is not microlocally defined. Let V be a 
conic neighborhood of y = (0, 0, 0, - 1, 0, 1) and let x : V --* I/ be a canoni- 
cal transformation preserving AO, A,, Ai4, and A,. Let Fand G be Fourier 
integral operators corresponding to x and x-l, respectively, with elliptic 
symbols in neighborhoods Tee V and i”= x(T). Moreover assume that 
WF(GF-Z)nr,=@ 
and 
WF(FG - I) n rl = 0, 
where ri cc r and p, = x(Ti). 
PROPOSITION 4.3.1. Let UE J,L~,,(sZ,) with WF(u)cr2ccr,. Then 
Gu, Fu E J,L~,(f2,) and if Cl,, c 6, CC 51, are open subsets 
IIWk W,) G C Ilull,c @oh 
IlFullk V&J G C IIull/c @J. 
Proof Since J,Lf,,(s1, ) is defined as a sum and these are linear 
operators one just needs to prove boundness on each of the terms. We 
prove boundness on Z,L~,(f2,, Ai); the proofs for the other spaces follow 
by the same methods and are even simpler. Let Ai, 1s i< 3, and Q be as 
defined in Proposition 2.3.5. Then 
QFu = FGQFu + (I- FG) QFu. 
From Egorov’s theorem one has that in V 
o,(GQF) = oAQ)ox. 
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Since x Ijreserves the Lagrangians we have from Proposition 2.3.3 that 
CJZ(GQ~‘)= C bjal(Aj) + ho,(Q), 
lCj$3 
where b, E S’(V) and b E S’(V). Therefore 
IIQWI~ - ‘(~0) GC IIF(CBjA, + BQ + R)UIIH-~(Q~) + ll(z-FG) QFuIIH-~(RO), 
where o,(Bj) = b, and a,(B) = b in V and R E Y”(52,). Hence 
IQF~IIH-~~o~) G C(IIQull~-l(n,) +C llAjUIIL2~no, + II~IIL,~~~~)). 
Boundness of A,Fu follows exactly by the same method and a simple 
inductiotl argument concludes the proof. a 
4.4. Proc f of Propositions 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 
Let 1 t e fixed. As in Section 4.2 one may assume supp( f) c 51/. Suppose 
that 0, i 3 so small that the coordinates (x, y, t) given by Lemma 3.1.2 hold 
in 52/. Tllen we have 
Pu=(P,+Q)u= f 
u=o in t <O, 
where I! E Y’(I2,) and o*(Q) vanishes on T,*s),. Moreover f c 
Z,Lk,(Q , S,,), where S, = {x = t}, S4 = ( t2 = x2 + y”}. One has to observe 
that for 52, small enough the transformation Y of Lemma 3.1.2 maps 
(t<O) into (t<O> (see [MRl]). 
LEMMA 4.4.1. Let P and f be as above and let Sz,? be a domain of 
influence of Sz; , then 
where $Jr= (fz: z~f2,). 
The Itroof of Proposition 4.1.5 is immediate from (4.4.2). Let 
0~52~~ 0,andqEC~(SZ)besuchthatcp=Oin$2o,andcp=1in52\52o. 
Then 
P(q7u) = CpPu + UP9 + vu. wq = g, 
where V md W are Cm(n) vector fields. Now one just has to observe that 
g~~!J202, jSl\(Sl n S,), (S, n S,))), which is characteristically complete. 
Hence from (4.4.2) one obtains the desired result for u = cpu + (1 - cp)u. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.4.1. Since f EZkL2(52, S14) one has WF(f)c 
~ou~,unl,, where n ,4 = N*(S, n S,)\O. If WF(f) r\ & = 0, then 
f EZkL2(Q, (S,\(S, n S,), Si n S,>) and therefore the result follows by 
characteristic completeness. If WF( f) n {o*(P) = 0) = 0, then the result 
follows by elliptic regularity. Hence by taking a microlocal partition of 
unity we may assume that WF( f) c r, where r is a small conic neighbor- 
hood of the null bicharacteristic of P through y = (0, 0, 0, - LO, 1). For 
E > 0, let PE(x, D) = P(Ex, 0) and pE(x, <) = 02(P,)(x, 5). Assume that E is to 
small that r is a conic neighborhood of the null bicharacteristic of P, 
through y. Let V and W be conic neighborhoods of y, VX r, WED r, 
such that there is a canonical transformation x8: W + V preserving 
A,, A,,, &, /ii, so that 
x,*P, = a, g, 
as ESO(V). One should notice that for E small a, is close to 1 (in the So(V) 
topology). Let Ti, 1~ i 6 3, be conic neighborhoods with Tee Ti cc Ti+ 1, 
and denote ri= x(r,). Let F, and G, be Fourier integral operators 
associated to xE and x;’ elliptic in rj and pj,, respectively, so that for 
/?EC~(R), with /I(S)= 1, s> --d/2, /?(s)=O, s< -6, we have 
WF(/?G, fiF, - I) n F, = 0, 
WF(BF,BG, - 0 n Z-2 = 0, 
WF(j?G, P, BF, - PO) n F1 = 0. 
Step 1. Let 0652, t 51 be an open set so that 52: is a domain of 
influence of S;. Then if u E C -“(Q,) with, supp UC 52:, is such that 
PE(x, D) u~l,Lf(Q, S14). Then there exists C> 0, independent of E and 
Q,, so that 
(bll/c+ Ilwkw*K c IIPE(X, ~bllk w-J*). 
Proof: Assume that WF(u) c r. Let u, = j(t’) GE#, where t’ is a time 
function for PO so that t’ = t 0 x in W. Then 
Pov, = (PO - BG,f’,PF,b, + xG,P,WJG, - Zb + xG,P,u, 
where j?G, = p(t’) G, and BF, = B(t) F,. From Proposition 4.2.2 we have, 
’ + for 52, c 52; c Qac 252, so that 52, is a domain of influence of ai-, that 
(Ilu,ll!f+ IIwIkNQ;K c lIPO~,llk P’;). 
Examining the proof of Proposition 4.3.1 one concludes that BFE is 
uniformly bounded in Jk. In this way, 
(IlBFcueII + IlVBF,~,)ll W’,) G C Ilf’o~ellk WI+). 
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Since u =: (I- /lFJGJu + jF,fiG,u, we obtain 
(ll4,+ ll~~ll,~~ft,~~~fI/~,~~ll~+ ll~ -Bf’~SG,MI, 
+ IIW- BFJGMd(Q:). (4.4.3) 
We now want to analyse the right hand side of 4.4.3. Since WF(u) c r 
(IIV-BF,PG,bll,+ IlV(Z-BF,PG,)ull)(~;)~C Il&~(m,) 
IlV’o-PG,P,Pf’A BGAk P:)G C II&ym,~ 
and 
IIPG,f’,WePG, - 04 (Q;) G C II4 ~1(2~,). 
The constants C do not depend on Q2,. Since PC, is uniformly bounded 
IIPG,~,~ll @:I d C IIPAk P-2,). 
Summiq up the results above we have 
wllk+ Ilw/cw*)~ c IlP&, Dbll, (252,). 
This prcves Step 1 in case WF(u) cr. Let B, E Y’(Q) be such that 
WF(B,) CI I’, [B,, P,] E !z-~(&?). Then 
P,(/IB,u)=/lB,P,u+j?[P,, B,]u+~y-B.~(B,u)+B,uafp=h,, 
where 9” and Y are smooth vector fields in 0. Since h,eZkL2(S2, S14), 
fiB,u=O inOn {t< -S}, and WF(pB,u) c r we have from the considera- 
tions abcve that 
WO4I~+ IIWB,4lld(~,KC IIPJBA, (252,). (4.4.4) 
From (4.61.4) and the bicharacteristic onvexity of 252, we get, as in (4.4.3), 
WM,+ IlW&u)llJ(Q*) < C lIPAx, D)4l, W-J,). (4.4.5) 
Repeat the construction in a neighborhood of each point in 
(0, 0, 0, 4; q, z) E To* with t2 + t2 + q2 = 1. For other points 4.4.4 is also true 
by charac:teristic completeness, thus one obtains 
(Il4k+ IlwlkNQ,)~ c lIPAX, Dbll, (252,). 
Proving litep 1. 1 
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Conclusion of the Proof of Lemma 4.4.1. Let E = diam(S2,) and 0, = 
(l/2&) SJ,. Apply 4.4.5 to u,(x) = U(EX), then 
(Ilu,ll,+ IIWI,) $2, <c lIP(EX, D)Ullk($). 
( ) 
Hence since the norms are homogeneous, we obtain 
(IbIlk+ IIW,) (g4) G C& IWllk (Q,), 
proving (4.4.2). 1 
Proposition 4.1.6 follows by the same argument, once it is observed that 
S,, = S14 if S1 and S2 are tangent along 9i2. 
4.5. Proof of Proposition 4.1.7 
From the regularity of f one has that WF(f) c A,u niu A,, where 
Ati=N*(SinSj)\O. If WF(f)nA,=Qr, then f EZ,L*(Q, {SI\S2, 
S, \S, } ), which is characteristically complete. As in Section 4.4, one only 
needs to consider the part of the WF(f) that intersects C = {a,(P) = O}. 
On the other hand 
where the union is disjoint. Hence one can assume that f = fi + f2, with 
WF(fi) c Zi, where Z1 is a conic neighborhood of /ii n C n /1, and Z2 is a 
neighborhood of Aj n C n A,, Zl n Z2 = 0. Hence from Section 4.4, 
u=ul+u*, where ui, Vui E Zk L*(sZ,, Si4) + Zk L*(Q,, Ji) and the estimate 
holds. Observe that the part of u in ZkL2(Q,, S,) + Z,L*(Q,, Sji) comes 
from the singularities off away from 0. 
4.6. Proof of Proposition 4.1.4 
From the regularity offone has that IW’(f) c Ai. If IV(f) n A, = @ or 
WF( f) n nj = 0 the results follow by microlocal and characteristic om- 
pleteness of Di= (Si\S4, S.,\Si, Sins,} and of {S,\O, 0} (see [MRl]). 
Then one just needs to assume that MT(f) c r, where Z is a conic 
neighborhood of A, n ni n &. Then one applies the same techniques used 
in the proof of Proposition 4.1.5, where the estimates for the model case are 
given by Proposition 4.2.1. 
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V. THE EXISTENCE THEOREM 
5.1. Prc of of Theorem 1.6 
First we prove that if U, VUEL”O(~~-)~.Z,L~,,(S~~) satisfy (1.1) then 
one obtains uniform conormal estimates for u up to {t = 0); i.e., one may 
assume 24, VU E JL’(Q- ). 
LEMMA 5.1.1. Let ?I be a P-complete Lie algebra and locally finitely 
generated C”(G) module and let u, VUE I,Lf,,(Q-, ‘3l)n L”(W) satisfy 
(1.1). L?t Q*ccQ be an open subset such that !22,*=Q*n(t<~} is a 
domain of dependence of sZ:- = {z=(t,x)EQ*: t< -8). Then U,VUE 
IkL2(Q’ -, 2I). 
Prooj Since Sz: - CCQ-, E>O, u,VUEZ~L~(Q~~, 2I). Let x~C”([w), 
x=1 fo. t> --E and x=0 for t-c -2~. Hence we get 
P(xu)=f(z, xu,b!~)+v~+g in B 
p=o, t < -2&, 
where v is a vector field with coefficients involving x or its derivatives and 
g = xf(z u, Vu) - f (z, xu, Vxu), hence g, vu E Zk L2(sZ*, YI) have support in 
-2~ < t < -6. From Proposition 6.2 in [MRl ] 
Here 11 I k is the norm of ZkL2(s2:r,). From Proposition 2.1.12 we get 
llx4,c + IIWI~G CTCIMl,+ IlVx~Il, + Ilull ,m + ll4,c*l. 
II IIF means the norm of ZkL2(O:, %I). Choose T-E so small that 
CT< l/1!. Iterating the argument we get the desired result. 1 
Let sZI be a neighborhood of 0 so that (3.1.2) hold in 52,. Assume that 
Sz,? is ;L domain of dependence of 0;. By restricting ourselves to a 
neighborhood of 0, we may assume that Sz, is a domain with smooth 
boundary. Since the Lie algebras of vector fields involved are characteristic 
complete: away from the origin, and u, VUE L”(sZ-), one can by 
Lemma j.l.1 assume that 
Given WE Cm(Q,), such that w, VwE L”(sZ,) n II;,; n Jk(sZ1), 
define 
Us,k(W) = llwll I,m + IlWllk + IIWI, + IIWl13+,, 
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where 11 Ilk is the norm of J,+L’(Q,). We refer to ~~,~(a) s the analogous 
norm in 0,. Let 
Ms,k= {WE C-“(Q,); v~,~(w)< Cs,k~,,k(~) and W=U in Q;}, 
which is a nonempty set by Theorem 2.4.1. Since IU,,~, with the distance, 
d(w,, w2) = ~,,~(w, - w,), is a closed subset of a Banach space, it is a com- 
plete metric space. 
For w E Ms,k, let u E H”(Q,) be the unique solution of 
PO = f(z, w, VW) in 8, 
v=u in a,. 
(5.1.2) 
LEMMA 5.1.3. There exists C, = C,(s, k, yl,,Ju)), such that for C,, > C, 
the solution v of (5.1.2) belongs to M,,. 
ProoJ: LetXECm(R),X=lfort>OandX=Ofort<-6,6>O.Hence 
as in the proof of Lemma 5.1.1, we get 
Pxv = f(Z, xw, Vxw) + VW + g 
xv = 0, t< -6. 
Thus from Theorem 4.1.1, the usual energy estimates for Sobolev norms, 
and Proposition 2.1.12 we get 
v,,~(xu) G C diam(Q2,)(Cs,k + 1) vs,d~). 
Therefore 
yl,du) G Cl + C diaW’J,)(C,, + 1)l 71Ju). 
Just choose 
C, = 1 + C diam(Q,)/l - C diam(Q,). I 
This defines a nonlinear map L: Ms,k -+ Ms,k. We want to conclude that 
L has a fixed point. Hence the proof of Theorem 1.6 is reduced to 
PROPOSITION 5.1.4. There exists r0 > 0 such that ifdiam(Q,) < rO, then L 
is a contraction mapping. 
Proof: Let wl, w2 E M,,k and vi = L(w,), j = 1,2. Then 
P(u,-~,)=f(z,~~,,Vw,)-f(z,w*,Vw,) in 52, 
u,-u,=o in a,-. 
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But 
fk Wl, **I -fk w2, VW,) = g(z, WI, w2, VW,, Vw,)(w, - w2, V(w, -w,)), 
where g is a C” function of its variables. Therefore by Proposition 2.1.12 
and the usual Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequalities we get 
V~,k(f(~~ Wl, Vw,)-f(z, wz> VW,))< 4-G V,,k(W1), yl,,k(W2)) qs,k(w, -w,), 
where 40 is a continuous function of its variables. Hence by Theorem 4.1.1 
and the usual Sobolev norms estimates we get 
11, Au1 - u2) < C diam(Q,) cpk v~,~(w,), vJw2)) yl,,dw, - w2). 
Choose Aiam(Q,) so small that 
C diam(QJ cpk IIwIIL Ilwzll) < 1. I 
One kas to remark here that the L” bounds are immediate from the 
Sobolev embedding theorem, since the solution of the linear equation will 
in fact b: in C’([-T, T], (WR’))nC([-T, T], HS+‘(R2)). 
Nore adt kd in proof: The author has proved that if U, VU E L:=(B) n I,L&(Q, Y4) satisfy 
(l.l), then u, VuoJ,L:,,(Q). 
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